SP1-induced upregulation of long noncoding RNA LINC00313 contributes to papillary thyroid cancer progression via the miR-422a.
Long noncoding RNA LINC00313 (LINC00313) has been reported to be dysregulated in several tumors, including papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC). Our present study aimed to further explore the potential mechanism of LINC00313 in the progression of papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC). RT-PCR was performed to detect the expression of LINC00313 in both PTC tissues and cell lines. Luciferase reporter and chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assays were performed to explore whether SP1 could bind to the promoter region of LINC00313 and activate its transcription. The biological functional correlation of LINC00313 was determined by down-regulating the expression of LINC00313 on PTC cell proliferation, apoptosis, migration and invasion. The regulating relationship between LINC00313 and miR-422a was investigated in PTC cells using luciferase reporter assays. We observed that LINC00313 expression was significantly up-regulated in both PTC tissues and cell lines. Next, the results of bioinformatics analysis and luciferase reporter assays indicated that the transcription factor SP1 can bind to the promoter region of LINC00313 resulting in the overexpression of LINC00313 in PTC. Moreover, functional study revealed that knockdown of LINC00313 significantly suppressed cells proliferation, migration, invasion and EMT. Finally, our results indicated that LINC00313 functioned as an oncogene in PTC in part through serving as a competing endogenous RNA to modulate mi-422a expression. Overall, our data demonstrated that SP1-induced LINC00313 contributed to PTC progression by via competitively binding to miR-422a, which may provide a novel therapeutic strategy for PTC.